Tools Needed

• A Pair of 7/16" Wrenches.
Step 1: Mounting the Dust Deputy

- All the components needed for your Dust Deputy are located inside your barrel.
- Place the provided gasket centered on the top side of the barrel lid.
Step 2: Securing the Dust Deputy

• Place the Dust Deputy cone on top of the gasket (label facing a lid handle) and use the provided 1 ¼" hardware to secure the cone to lid. Placing one washer on top of cone flange and bottom of lid.
Step 3: Vac Line Installation

• After securing the Dust Deputy make sure your barrel is empty.

• Place the lid on the barrel and secure it using the provided lid clamp.

• Secure the provided vac hose to the lower horizontal inlet port on the Dust Deputy.

• Lastly, secure your shop vac suction hose to the top vertical port of your Dust Deputy. Turn on your shop vac and vacuum till full.